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INTRODUCTION

The Library Research Guide is designed to help you find information and materials in the Gelman Library.
Intended primarily for undergraduate students, the Guide will teach you the concepts and skills necessary to complete
a research paper. Although you will learn about periodical indexes, government documents, and a variety of other
information sources, the most important thing you will be learning is research strategywhat kind of information you
need for yotu topic, and which tools will provide you with it. Unlike many programmed guides you may have used
before, the Guide will not present you with questions, for which there is only one correct answer. Rather it will
assume (after the proper instruction) that you will be able to decide for yourself which of the resources discussed
will be the best information sources for your paper.

The Guide will be a diagnostic aid for your teacher as well as for yourself. It will enable him or her to
see what progress you arc making on your paper, and whether you have retrieved sufficient information and materials
to write knowledgeably about your topic. TO THAT DID, WE HAVE INCLUDED A WORKSHEET THAT
YOU WILL NEED TO COMPLETE AND TURN rN TO YOUR INSTRUCTOR AS PART OF THIS
EXERCISE. If your instructor feels that you have overkoked important sources, he or she will cite the appropriate
sections of the Guide for you to examine and to use for locating more information or library materials.

The Guide is divided into six sections:

I. Encyclopedias
II. Books
III. Call Numbers
IV. Periodicals
V. Newspapers
VI. Statistical sources
VII. Government documents

Before you begin reading the different sections, we would like to emphasize the transferability if skills you
will be amuiring from this Guide: it will help you do research not only for the course you are taking now, but
for other classes you take which require library research. More important, the kind of skills you are going to
acquire will help you in business, legd, medical, and numerous other professions, where finding information efficiently
and swiftly is critical to job performance.

Tit! nature of library research varies from discipline to discipline. humanities scholars favor certain kinds
of docur Ards and forms of information, while social scientists and scientists prefer others. Berm!: beginning your
own libraty research, you will need first to decide which of these larger disciplines you are working in, then to
familiarize ourself with how people do research on topics in that discipline. Once that is done, you will have a
better understanding of yilLy you are searching for some materials and not others.
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PAPERS ON HUMANITIES TOPICS

The Humanities include the following disciplines: philosophy, literature, religion, art, music, architecture, and
theatre. Because humanities research often involves issues and documents which are hundreds or thousands of years
old, what has been written many years ago often is as pertinent as something that was published last week. For
example, some of the most important research on Shakespeare's Hamlet was written in the first half of this century.

Students doing research in the humanities and who know little about their topic often begin with
ENCYCLOPEDIA articles. Here they can find background information about a person, a political or philosophical
movement, the history of a country, the structure of a sonataanybody or anything, for that matter, that has had
an impact on civilization. Encyclopedia articles are, by their very nature, general introductions to a topic and do
not try to provide extensive analyses. One of their most important features, however, is the bibliography found in
many articles: these direct the reader to standard books written about the subject.

As mentioned previously, older materials are very important in humanities research. For that reason,
.,ianists rely more heavily on BOOKS than do researchers in other disciplines. Books permit a scholar both to

mview extensively what has been published on a topic and to argue a particular viewpoint in great depth. Books
usually provide indexes, which allow readers detailed access to people or specialized subjects discussed by the author.

As important as books are to humanities research, they must be supplemented by PERIODICAL
ARTICLES. Occasionally the information in books will be superseded, and when this happens, the first place this
is recorded is in periodicals. Periodical articles, because of their brevity (rarely do they extend beyond 20 pages) and
their narrow focus, enable a writer to analyze an aspect of a topic more fully. When deciding which would be the
more useful for your researchbooks or journal articles- -ask yourself, 'How narrow is my topic?" If you are writing
about Christianity in America during the eighteenth century, you will definitely want to begin with books; if your
topic focuses on Southern Catholics during the colonial period, you will want to read the journal literature.

Sometimes NEWSPAPER ARTICLES contain information relevant to your topic, although this is generally
less true for the humanities than it is for the social sciences or sciences. Newspaper articles document historical and
cultural events as they are happening. In the case of some newspapers, such as The New York Times, they are
the 'newspaper of record,' reproducing presidential speeches or important trial testimony. Whether to consult a
newspaper is often a moot question in the humanitiessomeone writing on Plato's Republic obviously has no access
to or need of newspapers. If you are interested in the public reaction to your subject, or you believe some factual
information will only be found in newspapers of the period, by all means investigate their relevance.

If you ale writing on a topic in the humanities, you will want to consult these sections of the Library
Research Guide:

Encyclopedias
Books
Call Numbers
Periodical Articles
Newspaper Articles
Government documents

PAPERS ON SOCIAL SCIENCE TOPICS

The Social Sciences include the following disciplines: psychology, sociology, education, economics, business
administration, international relations, political science, history, speech communication, journalism, anthropology,
criminal justice, and geography. Unlike the humanities, which place a high value on older books and artifacts, the
social sciences are concerned primarily with current events and problems. Where humanities scholars focus on
imaginative products (for example, Paradise Lost and speculative questions (such as the nature of Beauty), social
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scientists are more interested in phenomena that can be measured. Given their preoccupation with Jocial phenomena,
they are particularly interested in how individuals and institutions shape human behavior.

As in the humanities, ENCYCLOPEDIA articles can be very valuable in social science research. They permit
a researcher to trace the historical significance of a person or movement, to document how an idea originated and
evolved within its culture. Even more so than in humanities research, jargon or the technical vocabulary of a
discipline is critical to understanding the literature. 'Anomie" is a key concept in sociology, but unless you know
its meaning you will not grasp much of the contemporary research on alienation. In addition to defining concepts,
encyclopedia articles also identify the most important writers on a subject. These will often be listed at the end
of the article, in the "Bibliography" section.

The social sciences publish important research in BOOKS, which can be useful for summarizing and
evaluating previous studies. In many cases, however, PERIODICAL ARTICLES are even more important. This
is because social science research is heavily dependent upon factual and current information. For example, anyone
writing on the impact of oil on the American economy cannot rely on books published even three years ago, given
the frequent price fluctuations. The same can be said about computers, Nicaragua, drug abuse, and numerous other
contemporary issues. Whatever your social science topic, you will want to consult periodical articles, to ensure that
you have the most timely information and data on your topic.

NEWSPAPER ARTICLES are also valuable in social science research. They provide concrete information
about events as they occurred; they also reflect the political and cultural biases of their times. Unlike journals or
magazines, which are targeted to national audiences, or to groups having highly specialized interests (for example,
scientists), newspapers almost always have a regional focus. Thus, if you were writing a paper on the movie
industry, which is based in Southern California, you would want to review issues of the Los Angeles Times; if you
were writing on the influence of political action committees on Congress, the Washington Post would be an
important source for your research. If your topic is very controversial (for example, whether the U.S. should give
aid to the Nicaraguan contras), you can enrich your paper by citing editorials from a variety of American
newspapers. One important disadvantage newspapers have over other publications is their occasional inaccuracy:
because they have to report events quickly, they sometimes do not have the luxury of checking every fact before
it gets into print. Books and journal articles, published months or years after an event, can act as corrective checks
to newspapers.

In the humanities, the text or artifact is the focus of study. The social sciences, however, have as their texts
human beings--how they interact with each other, and how they are affecied by their culture. Social science research
involves observation that is documentable and statistically reliable. Much more so than the humanities, statistics play
a critical role in this process; researchers attempt to generalize about institutions, groups, or individuals by reference
to data they have collected. Anyone writing on teenage suicide, for exams le, would have to learn how frequently
it occurs, in which socio-economic groups, whether it affects males more than females, etc. A paper exploring
whether Americans are more conservative today than they were 10 years ago would have to consult opinion surveys,
election returns, and legislative developments. This information could only be found in STATISTICAL SOURCES,
some of which are published by private companies, others by the government.

The government is an excellent source not only for statistical information but for information on public
policy, consumer affairs, law, foreign affairs, and government sponsored research. You will want to consult
GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS if the role of the U.S. government is relevant to your topic--for example, if you
were writing on tax reform, it would be useful to read Congressional reports and hearings revealir3 why Congress,
and its experts, thought sulh reform necessary. You could then compare the objective of the ne law with actual
changes that have occurred since it was passed. In addition to Congress, the Executive branch -- through its
departments and agencies -- publishes factual and analytical reports on education, crime, and numerous other subjects.
The Department of Transportation, for example, has issued important studies on the impact of deregulation on the
airlines.
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If you are writing on a topic in the social sciences, you will want to consult these sections of the Library
Research Guide:

Encyclopedias
Books
Call numbers
Periodical articles
Newspaper articles
Statistical sources
Government documents

PAPERS ON SCIENCE TOPICS

The Sciences include the following disciplines: chemistry, biology, agriculture, engineering, physics, ecology,
and computer science. More so than the humanities or social sciences, the sciences restrict themselves to what is
observable and measurable. Because observations are constantly being refined or discarded, based on newer and more
reliable data, historical documents and theories generally have less value to scientists than they do to researchers in
other disciplines. For that reason, scientists rarely seek out information or research that is more than a few years
old.

Depending on the narrowness of your topic, ;Ind how much you already know about it, you may want to
begin your research consulting ENCYCLOPEDIA articles. Because of the technical language used in scientific
literature, it is sometimes necessary to find an article that defines the mast important terms associated with your
topic. For example, if you were researching "nuclear reactors," you would need to understand terms such as "breeder
reactor," "meltdown." etc. In the process of reading essays defining these terms, you would also obtain a valuable
overview of your topic--its history, the key people relevant to it, and the most important books that have been
written about it. General encyclopedias, such as the Encyclopedia Americana and the Encyclopaedia Britannica, will
sometimes pre side this information. However, if your *topic is very technical, you may need to consult subject
encyclopedias, such as The McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science and Technology. Explanations on how to find
and use these encyclopedias are located in the "Encyclopedia" section of this guide.
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BOOKS can be useful sources of information in the sciences, especially if your topic is broad enough (for
example AIDS or solar energy) that a publication of 200-300 pages can be devoted to it. However, beeausc of the
narrow and highly focused nature of much scientific research, and because science, more than any other discipline,
is dependent upon current information, books are often not the best sources for researchers. To use AIDS as an
example again, my book published before 1986 would not contain information about newly discocered drug that
fight the virus, More current information would be found in PERIODICAL ARTICLES, which ere often published
weekly and announce the latest developments in an area, You will defulitely want to ermine the periodical
literature if you are researching a scientific subject.

As a supplement to periodical articles, NEWSPAPER ARTICLFS may be important to your research for
two reasons: they can summarize and translate into non-technical language important developments on a topic; and
they can reflect public concerns associated with the issue, If you were writing on acid rain, for example, you would
want information on the numerous consumer groups that have lobbied the government about the problem. And
with AIDS you might want access to surveys on whether people have changed their sexual behaviors as a result of
the disease. Often newspapers will cite the source of their information (such as a journal artiele or government
report), and you will want to read these original sources to ensure that all the facts reported .n the newspaper are
accurate (note: newspapers, summarizing lengthy reports in a few words, sometimes fail to include important
qualifications about the research. Never rely exclusively on newspaper articles when investigating a scientific issue).

As with the social sciences, STATISTICAL RESOURCES play an important role in scientific research.
Whether you are writing on space research, genetic engineering, or computer technology, you need to support every
assertion and generalization about your topic with concrete, factual information. It is unacceptable to say America
is spending a vast amount of money for SDI ("Star Wars") but provide no precise figures; it is also unacceptable
to say that food additives are harmful to the public and not mention how many people they have injured.
Statistical information will also be helpful to you in determining whether an author's claims are true or unfounded;
if reports from objective sources contradict these claims, then an author's arguments are seriously undermined,

Often the most extensive statistical information is published by governmental bodies, in the form of
GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS. In order to legislate, Congress needs testimony from expert witnesses, be it on
air pollution or swine flu fever. This expert testimony can be found in government reports and hearings; it can also
be found in reports published by government agencies. Aside from the factual information contained in government
documents, they are excellent tools for tracing the evolution of public policy. For example, if you were writing on
anti-smoking legislation and regulations, you would want to examine government documents from the 1960's to the
present.

Guide:
If you are writing on a topic in the sciences, you will want to consult these sections of the Library Research

Encyclopedias
Books
Call numbers
Periodical articles
Newspapers
Statistical sources
Government documents
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ENCYCLOPEDIAS

Encyclopedias are useful when you need a general introduction or broad overview of your topic. For
example, if you were writing a paper on poverty and the aged, an encyclopedia could help you learn the average
income level of older people, special medical problems they have, and the extent of their political power. 1n addition
to providing you with this factual information, an encyclopedia, if it has a bibliography, can lead you to other books
or articles on the topic.

There are two kinds of encyclopedias: general, and subject specific. General encyclopedias include The
&ado is Britannica, Encyclopedia Americana, and Collier's Enc clo di,1. Because they write on subjects in
every conceivable discipline, their essays are relatively brief and have non -techecal language.

Subject specific encyclopedias limit themselves to a specific area (such Engineering). As a result, their
articles are more detailed than general encyclopedias, and their language more teennical. In cases where the topic
is controversial, such as "Abortion," they will try to provide arguments for and against. Their bibliographies also
tend to be more extensive than those found in general encyclopedias, another reason to consult them if one exists
on your topic.

Some of the more popular subject specific encyclopedias arc:

Encyclopedia of Bioethics (REF QII 332 .E52)
(especially good for abortion, aging,
euthanasia, genetic engineering, and other
contemporvry issues that have a medical flavor;
be aware, however, that it was published in 1978)

McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science and Technology
(REF Q 121 .M3)

International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences
(REF H 40 .A215) (note its publication date of 1968;
some of the information may be dated, depending upon
significant changes in your area)

Encyclopedia of Psychology (REF BF 31 .E52 1984)
Encyclopedia of Philosophy (REP B 51 .E3)
The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians

(REF ML 100 .N48)
Encyclopedia of Educational Research

(REF L 901 .E57 1982)

If you do not find an encyclopedia listed here related to your topic, consult ARBA Guide to Subject
and Dictionaries (REF AEI .A72 1986 - shelved in Ready Reference colkotion) for additional titles.

NOTE: SOME SUBJECT SPECIFIC ENCYCLOPEDIAS WERE PUBLISHED 10 OR 20 "EARS AGO,
THUS THEIR INFORMATION IS NOT VERY CURRENT. THIS MAY NOT BE A PROBLEM IF YOUR
TOPIC IS SHAKESPEARE, BUT IT CERTAINLY WOULD BE 117 YOU WERE WRITING ABOUT
COMPUTERS. IN THE LATTER CASE, YOU DEFINITELY WOULD WANT TO CONSULT BOOKS AND
ESPECIALLY PERIODICAL INDEXES FOR MORE CURRENT INFORMATION.
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Articles relevant to your subject can be found in two ways--through the volume containing the relevant part
of the alphabet (for example, the Ns for "nuclear energy") and through the index volume, which is the last volume
of the set. Below are illustrations of how the volumes can be used:

eiworimwommile

NULAN CODY 14:271
map (20' ION 13'011 11:120

NUCKO(LS !county in Nebraskat
map 140' 10'14 9r 0'W 14:70

NUCLA (Colorado)
map 131' 16°N tar 13'W1 5:116

NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY
chemistry 41523

NUCLEAR INSIST 14121-284
&bkpg., Arc. feeble

bones 2:307-301
!Mdse. Robin foe 3:11
Scathe. frionti lettangir 3:223
coniumpoon

fuel li:353 table
energy sources 7:175 fable
etworoivriemal health 7:212
fallout 1:14
(moon, nuclear 1:129
100 1:3$2: 14:21
fusion. rinclm 8:381-312
fusion energy 11:312-183
history 14:279
hydrogen bomb 10.3.11-241
Intern/hood Alottec Energy Agency

11:2111 -219
isotope 11:301
inapt generating stations. U.S.

15:482 map
Nuclear Rgleatonr Commission

14:287-2111
plutonium 15:373
pollutton. environmental, 15 411.

414
protonsfoloa reaction 15.51- 179
research Infliliottort4

Lawrence Berkeley and Lawrence
Lwennote laboratones 12 251

Los Alamos National Scienere
Laboratory 12:416

rockets and missiles 16.260
role al 14:283-284
scientific basis 14:278-279
chip Iran

icebreaker 11:16
Nautilus 14:52
submarine 111314416 OA

SNAP 17.113-384
!ethnology. history at 9414. to
tokamak 19:223
uranium 19477
uranium minerals 19:478
waste disposal

Nevada 14:113
nuclear waste dnpocal 14 2111

NUCLEAR ENERGY REACTOR we
NUCLEAR REACTOR

NUMMI FAMILY 14:281 Nebo*
adolescence 1:107
eattnded lamely 1:341
family 015-18
monogamy 13:531

nuclear energy
.1010=MIIErMIIIMII=M11.111.111011. 1111Mallw...

SCIENTII1C MRS Of NUCLEAR ENERGY
The nucleus is the small and dense central core of the atom.
It is constructed of a tightly packed array of positively
charged protons and neutral, or uncharged, neutrons. The nu-
cleus is held together by nuclear forces, which differ from
such other forces as gravity or electromagnetic force in their
strength and in their dependence on the arrangement of par-
tides. To divide a nucleus into two parts requires the injec-
tion of energy, for example, by bombardment of the nucleus
with another particle. Under proper conditions this bombard-
ment will initiate an energy-producing chain reaction.

The amount of energy obtained from a nuclear reaction is
cakulated by use of Einstein's relativity equation, E mc2,
which expresses the equivalence of mass and energy. Here
the mass m is in kilograms, c is the speed of light (3.0 x
100 m/sec, or 9.8 x 100 ft/sec), and the energy E is in joules
(watt-seconds). The amount of energy is often expressed in
unit known as the electron volt (eV), the amount of energy
imparted to an electron by accelerating It through a potential
difference of one volt. One electron volt is a small amount of
energy; it takes 2.25 X 1013 eV to give 1 kilowatt hour (kW h),
which is equivalent to the energy per hour of ten 100-watt
light bulbs. For a typical chemical reaction, the energy re-
leased (at the molecular level) is of the order of electron
volts. For example, when ap electron combines with a proton
to form a hydrogen atom, an energy of 13.5 eV is released. In
contrast, the energy from a nuclear reaction is enormous.
When a proton and a neutron combine in a fusion reaction
to form the nucleus of deuterium (a form of hydrogen), the
energy released is 2.2 million eV (2.2 MeV). When a heavy
nucleus splits into two parts, the energy released is on the or-
der of 200 MeV per fission.

As the result of concern over nuclear safety, changes in
government, or financial constraints, many countries have
abandoned nuclear energy. Austria completed a nuclear pow-
er reactor, but a public referendum (1978) succeeded in clos-
ing the plant. Mexico relinquished its plans for two reacte -s

because of the disastrous 1962 devaluation of the peso. De-
signs for a large-scale nuclear industry in Iran evaporated after
the revolution of 1979, although the present government may
be attempting to revive them. In the United States a 1983 rul-
ing by the Supreme Court allows a state to ban future nuclear
power plants on the basis of questions about their economic
viability, casting further d "ubts on prospects for the industry.
The ruling was derived from a 1976 California moratorium on
nuclear-plant construction; since then, five other states
Maine, Connecticut, Massachusetts, Maryland, and Oregon .

have also passed laws limiting plant development, and no
new reactors at all have been ordered since 1978.

trx:4Asimov, Isaac, Worlds within Worlds: The Story 51, qu.
7 (1960); Avid, S. 0.. The Politics of Nuclear, Energy

(19821; Diamant, R. M., Atomic Energy (1982); Falk. lim, Global fis
sions: The lattk over Nuclear Power 11983); Ford. Daniel. Three Mile
Island (1982); Kiefer, Irene, Nuclear Energy at the Crossroads (19821;
Medvedev, Zhotes A., Nuclear Disaster in the Urals 11979): Pentreath,
R. I., Nuclear .weer, Man and the Environment (1981); Seaborg,
Glenn T., and Corliss, W. R., Man and Atom (1971).

Note that the essay has a bibliography on the subject. You will want to consult the compact die: catalog
for items cited in these bibliographies because the authors are usually major authorities in their fields.
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General encyclopedias begin with an P,E5 call number and are shelved at the beginning of the Reference
Collection. Subject specific encyclopedias, which are also shelved in the Reference Collection, have unique call
numbers; to determine the exact number, see the examples cited in this section, or consult the title index of the
compact disk catalog.

To learn how to find books in the Gelman Library, turn to the next section.
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BOOKS

To determine whether the Gelman Library has any hooks on your topic, you will need to consult the
compact disk catalog. Unlike conventional catalogs, which display information on printed cards, the compact disk
catalog stores information on compact disks. These disks arc searchable through microcomputers, most of which
are located on the first floor.

The Catalog is divided into five major indexes: Author, Title, Subject, Call Number (found in the "Other"
index), and Combined Index. Doing author or title searches is fairly simple. First choose the specific index you
want to search (for example, title index), then type the relevant words. For example, to see if the library has
William Faulkner's The Sound and the Fury, you could type:

SOUND FURY
or

FURY SOUND

You can type the words in any order and you don't need to use "and" to link words--the computer assumes you
want all of them to appear in the title.

Similarly, if you wanted to search the book by author, you could switch to the author index and type:

WILLIAM FAULKNER
Or

FAULKNER WILLIAM

Since Faulkner wrote several novels, you will have to scan all the works listed under Faulkner until you come to
The Sound and the Fury.

Subject searches are a bit more complicated. Like searching the author or title indexes, you can search by
relevant words. For example, if you wanted to find out if Gelman owned any books on "France," you could type
that word. However, if you are searching a subject as broad as "France," you will retrieve too many records, many
of which will not be useful for your paper. Often you will have to narrow broad topics to specific subareas, such
as "France History" or "France Literature". Sometimes you may need to narrow it down to a second subarea--for
example, "France History 1800-1900." The compact disk catalog will help you narrow your search by showing you
all the subheadings under a particular subject.

The compact disk catalog, like many library catalogs, derives its subject terms from the Library of Congress
Subject ct . These books are located near the Reference Desk and list both the appropriate term for a topic
and any related terms that might provide additional titles. In the event that you are unsure what the appropriate
subject term is for your the subject index can verify the correct term. A search in the subject index for
"parochial schools" wou. ,.,-4c1 this result:

*Parochial schools
see:
Church schools

13
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The "see" reference directs you to the correct subject term, "Church schools."
If you were to search "Church schools," the compact disk catalog would display:

*Church schools

See also:
Church colleges.
Vacation Schools, Christian.

Note the "see also" terms if you were to search them as well, you would find additional books on the subject of
"Church schools."

Occasionally you may want to search a single word or several words in a variety of indexes. To do that,
you will have to select the Combined Index. For example, to search The Sound and the Fury, you could type
relevant words in the Author and Title Indexes:

TITLE: SOUND
AUTHOR: FAULKNER
SUBJECT:

Or to search "Group Leadership" (which is not a Library of Congress Subject Heading), you could type "Group"
in the title index and "Leadership" (which is an LC subject heading) in the subject index

TITLE: GROUP
AUTHOR:
SUBJECT: LEADERSHIP

This section has discussed only the most basic aspects of searching the compact disk catalog. For additional
information, consult the guides next to the computer terminals.
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CALL NUMBERS

The books in the Gelman Library are arranged on the shelves according to a classification system created
by the Library of Congress. This system is more detailed than the Dewey Decimal System typically used in high
school and public libraries, and is used by most academic libraries. Because the LC system uses 21 letters of the
alphabet and all 9 numbers plus 0 (zero), the call number for a book is very specific as to the book's contents and
is unique to that particular book. Essentially, the call number is the book's address in the library.

The Library of Congress classification system in broad outline:

A General Works
13 Philosophy, Psychology, Religion
C Auxiliary Sciences of History
D History: General and Old World
E,F History: American (Northern I lemisphere)

Geography, anthropology, recreation
Ii Social Sciences
J Political Science
K Law
L Education
M Music
N Fine Arts
P Literature
Q Science
R Medicine
S Agriculture

Technology
U Military Science

Naval Science
Z Bibliography and Library Science

With the addition of another letter of the alphabet, the broad category can be narrowed. For example:

H Social Sciences Q Science
HA Statistics QA Mathematics
HB Economics QC Physics

HF Business QD Chemistry
IIM Sociology QII Natural History
HQ Sex relations, Family, QK Botany

Marriage, Home
HV Social Pathology, QL Zoology

charities, corrections
HX Socialism, Communism,

Anarchism

Each call number has three lines. Each line provides infonation leading to the book's relative placement on the
shelf.
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1

how call numbweors
rk!

Books are shelved
alphabetically (left to

right) by the top letter or
letters in the call number.

POINTS TO REMEMBER

,

All books of the same top
letter are arranged

rical by the number,

All of the me number are
arranged fjrst alphabetically.
by the letter after the
decirat pont... and then

lisigla by the number after
tee letter.

If another letter appears
aftc. this decimal number, it
too is arranged first

alphabetically wTIFTF the

previous number group and then

You must have the complete call number (i.e., all the letters and numbers) on order to find a book in the
library. Books which can be checked out of the Gelman Library are shelved on the Fourth and Fifth floors.
Books whose call numbers been with the letters A-JV are on the Fourth Floor; JX-Z are on the Fifth Floor.
Some call numbers are preceded by special prefixes or followed by alocation code. These materials are located on
other floors.

Code Location

REF
SPEC
SSIC or ISSS

AUDIOCASSETTE
SOUND RECORDING
FILM STRIP
VIDEO RECORDING

e5RISEARCHOU101/JULY10119. IsA

Reference Collection, First Floor
Special Collections, Second I lour
Sino-Soviet Information Center, Sixth Floor

Media Resources, Lower Level
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PERIODICALS

Periodicals are an especially important publication format. The information they contain is usually more
current than that found in books or encyclopedia articles; their scope is also narrower, allowing them to cover
specialized topics in greater depth. Two types of periodicals are commonly published -- magazines and journals.
Magazines, such as Time, Mc Calls, and the New Republic, are written for the general public. They are rarely
footnoted, contain few technical terms, and are written by journalists rather than by scholars. Magazines are often
published weekly, making them (next to newspapers) the most timely source for information.

Journals, on the other hand, are published less often (usually two to four times a year) and are written by
academic experts in the area. Because their audience is scholarly, journal articles are usually footnoted, providing
evidence for the writer's opinion and directing the reader to further materials on the subject. In a sense, the
footnotes of an article are tantamount to a bibliography you might find in a book.

Periodical indexes, like encyclopedias, can be divided into two groups: general and subject specific. The most
popular general index is Readers' uide to Periodical Literature, which indexes the contents of over 50 magazines.
Subject specific indexes focus on the journals of a particular disdpline, such as Sociology or Religion. Representative
titles include Music Index, Art Index, Business Periodicals Index, and Applied_Science and Technology Index.

Sometimes indexes will provide a brief summary of the articles listed. In this case the index is more properly
called an ABSTRACTING SERVICE and is published in two parts--Part I is usually the section containing the
citations and their abstracts; Part II provides subject access to the articles in Part I.

Below are sample references excerpted from an index and abstract.

INDEX (Readers' Guide)

Su bJ ec t
Student aidHeading See also

Assistance Ltd.
College Scholarship Service
Scholarships and fellowships
Student Loan Marketing Association

Back to school: financial aid for women. it Parents 59:11
S

Solomon's poor judgment (linking student aid to draft
registration! Progressim 47:10-11 S 113

The state of draft resistance [federal tuition aid vit for
college draft resistors) D. Corn; E. P. Kerby. Nation

Title of 236:200.3 F 19 13
Article Student financial assistance: private initiatives. M. E.

Moran. bib! f Am Educ 19:42.52 Je '83

PagesPages
al

Volume

Abbreviation of
Bibliographical
Footnote

DE/JULY 1 919. ISA

Periodic
Abbreviation
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ABSTRACTING SERVICE (ERIC)

Student PlAsesnitl Aid
When die Amoy to fee %ma liy Impanel Collies Et0014101

ritianctal Aid Inionneutin for Hishw 14trastsom Memel
' Viral Impsonems lam v71 66 p24330 Jan

1944 111 301 426

TIM Wage Owe Her Nal Scliiihashipa Chew all
0441 Sep 1944 EJ 303 09

Raw Findmp Conownuis the Ritmo* Impananos of Howe
Ws a $1.**4 Itetwww. Jormel Al Calm .14 Ultheeo
tF *War Helios rI4 al p27.31 SUM 1914 10 306 20

Pot Reds 43 Pot. Went More Aid foe *Um& Chnionefe
0I Mika' Eilsowase v29 s9 p3 Oet 24 1944 33 306 960

'Wend FIMIAPOI Aid Finny? The Came of the Pelt Once
Quality Camel Study. Rowse ei Meier &haw' v7 n4
097-410 Sam 190 II 301 391

Anton that Clifferemiasa between Fainters end Dropouts
anion Rimpienu of Financial Aid. Ammo' of College
Student PerallItti v23 04 p347.41 Jul 1961 V 309 333

Codes Funninal AM: Getting the Wont Out. harm, egf
Collq Atimetwou nIOS p2:.25 Fat 1914 El 309 716

New Rule sad New Players in the Gate. Chow r16 a1
p33.37 Haase 1144 F.J 310 217

Student AM: Orderly and Equitable Champ all rig p42
Novae 1914 El 310 290

( Index )

EJ 309 535 CO 527 312
Factors flit Differeatiste between Penisters and
Chapeau eases' Recipiesu of Financial Aid. Hero.
don. Stew Journal of College Saident Personnel.'
v25 n4 06741 Jul 191/ (Reprint: OW
Damptors: Higher Education: Calks, Students:

'Academic Persistence Dropout Charactenstics:
*Student Financial Aid: Place of Residence

Compared penises and dropouts anions financial aid
recipients (Nw224) two yams after instill enrollment.
Routs susiosted chat wort study programs eleerlY
crease chances of penistenee while grains and loans do not.
Students living on campus were also more likely to persist.
(JAC)

(Abstract)

In many cases a periodical title will be abbreviated in these citations. Since the library lists only the full
names of periodicals, you will want to consult the abbreviations section (at the beginning of the index) for the
exact title. It will also spell out abbreviations for bibliographic formats, such as "bibl", (bibliography) "por" (portrait),
and 11" (illustrated).

A common question students ask is, "How do I know which indexes or abstracts will cite articles on my
topic?" Most libraries will provide a list, by subject, of the most frequently consulted indexes they own. At
Gelman the library staff has provided a rather extensive list in the guide entitled, Selected List of Indexes and
Abstracts at the Gelman Library (located at the Reference Desk). If you check the Table of Contents, you will
notice that the indexes are grouped by broad disciplines, such as Literature, Medical, Political Science, and Business
You will need to determine which of these broad subjects is flost relevant to your topic. For example, if you were
writing a paper on "Abortion," and were interested in the social aspects of the issue, you would turn to the pages
listed under "Sociology" or "Social Science-- General." 1' you wanted to read philosophical arguments in favor or
against abortion, you could turn to the indexes listed under "Philosophy"; finally, if you wanted medical explanations
of different abortion procedures, you would turn to the indexes listed under "Medical."

Because periodical literature provides especially current information on your topic, you are sr 7ongly encouraged
to use an index o stracting service in compiling your bibliography. One note of caution, however: if you have
chosen a topic f .....ich there is extensive research, do not limit yourself to Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature.
Instead, use indexes which concentrate on scholarly journals. Conversely, if you are writing on a top.n: and want
to know how the general public views it (as represented by popular magazines), or the event is so currcnt that there
will not be much information in journals, you will want to consult Readers' Guide for additional magazine references.

Here are some brief guidelines for determining when to consult MAGAZINES and JOURNALS:

Consult MAGAZINES when:

1. Your topic is very current.
2. You want discussions in non-technical language.

01SEARCHOUIDEMLY1 919 . 1 SA 15
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3. You are doing research on popular culture and want to gauge the values of a period (for example,
the 1950's).

Consult JOURNALS when:

I. You need analysis from an expert in the area.
2. You need to cite factual or statistical information.
3. You need additional book or journal references, which will be found in footnotes.

Finally, we should like to draw attention to several indexes which have both print and computer editions. The
computer editions allow you to combine subject terms, to limit your ccarch to Fpecific years, to search key authors,
and to do numerous other things that cannot easily be matched by the print editions. The Gelman Library
subscribes to the following computer indexes (published on compact disks) which are free and housed in the
Reference area: PsycLIT (psychology), ERIC (education) and AM/INFORM (business). Because these computer
versions are fairly easy to use, and have instructions posted by their respective terminals, we will not repeat any of
that information here.

Numerous other computer indexes, covering a variety of disciplines, arc owned by private companies and can
be searched (for a fee) by the student. The least expensive system is known as Knowledge index and is available
evenings by appointment. For more information, and to schedule an appointment, inquire at the Reference desk.

If you are writing on a topic covered by one of the computer indexes, we encourage you to try them and
see how quickly relevant literature can be identified.

LOCATING PERIODICALS THROUGH THE SERIALS LIST

After you have used the most appropriate periodical indcx(es) to find articles on your topic, you will need
to use the Serials List. This will tell you whether Gelman Library owns the periodicals listed in the index(es).
There are five copies of the Serials List in the Reference Department, one at the Information Desk, and several on
the third floor.

II9RESOACHOUTOE/JULY19119.1SA 16
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SERIALS LIST
SAMPLE ENTRY

Gelman has all issues of Newsweeksome in paper, some in microfiche, some in microfilm. There is a separate
record for each format:

Title

Paper
Gelman has no
bound back issues.

==.11MINIMMII1111111*

MICROFICHE
Volume number
Year.

:1111110111idAL.
RETAINED IN HAROCOPY UNTIL MICROFICHE
RECIEVED; FOR MICROFICHE SEE OCLC
18997286; FOR MICROFILM SEE OCLC

-Lall.A,150101 HCali
tiolligwIlIt. Inc.. ate"-

Todity.

ISSN: 0028-9604; OCLC 001760328

MICROFILM
These volumes
are on microfilm.

They confirm
these years

1985.-
FallalitaPY SEE CCLC 0 1760328; FOR
MICROFILM SEE OCLC a 3901921

.....

44 Ottil.

NEWSWEEK.
Call no: MICROFILM

OFICHE SEE OCLC 15097286
York etc.

tontlnues: Today.

The CALL NUMBER tells the location.

Call Number

PERIODICAL
MICROFILM
MICROFICHE
REF QC 983 .U5
SPEC F 731 .M62
SINO-SOVIET PERIODICAL
QA 3. 1395

Examples:

I ocation

3rd Floor
3rd Floor
3rd Floor
Reference Department. 1st Floor
Special Collections, 2nd Floor
Sino-Soviet .Information Center, 6th Floor
Stacks (A-.IV. 4th floor: .1X-Z. Sth floor)

The hyphen (-)
shows that the
periodical is
currently being
received.

Note: Most periodicals, whether they arc published in print or microform, are housed on the third floor. Current
periodicals are shelved in one section, bound (older) periodicals in another, and most microform titles in a third area.
A few frequently used titles, however, arc located behind the Third Floor Desk. ('heck with library staff if you have
any questions about a specific title.

etor......wictoul DE/JULY MSC ISA
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NEWSPAPERS

Although periodicals are timely sources of information, the information they contain is not as current as that
found in newspapers, which are published daily. Prom the nuclear disaster at C...ernobyl to Congressional elections,
it is newspapers that provide the swiftest and most extensive print coverage of events. Some newspapers, such as
The New York Times, are newspapers of record, publishing the speeches of government officials or the texts of
important court decisions. In cases where the event has regional significance and interest, local newspapers will often
provide the best coverage available (an example is the Washington Poses coverage of Watergate).

Like periodicals, subject access to newspapers is best provided through indexes. To find out which newspaper
indexes the library owns, turn to the "newspapers" section of Selected List of Indexes and Abstracts in the Gelman
Library. A sample entry from a newspaper index appears below:

Subject
Heading

DATA Pow:easing. Soa else
Actors and Actresses. Mr 11
Adoptions, .1a 26
Airlines and Airplanes, /a 21, F
Astronautics. Is 3,29, F 2,3,16, Mr 12,14,15,19

AAtomic Enemy, Mr 26
utomobiles.-F 13

Banks and Banking. Mr 10
irds. mr 22

CBhrysler Cap, Mr 11
Colleges and Universities, 1a 5, Mr 2
Columbia Univerdsy, is 17
Communications Satellites. Mr 20

!leek Computer, which is etnsggling to raise capital to
keep its operation; afloat and bring its newest product, the
Concolde personal computer. to market, will lay off 23 of
its 13 employees (5). /a 1,1,37:6

Atari Corp to mead new 520ST computer thmush miss
merchandising stores; computer dealers who now carry
model are expected to be irate (S), la 4,1,33:2

Erik SandbergDiment discoid selecting local area
network for offices; sketch (M), .1a 5,111,1211

Drive by number of Industrial nations to provk4e special
computer training in their school systems seen threat to US,
which has yet to have computer-education bill pass Con-
gress (special section, Education. Winter Survey); sketch
(M), la 5,X11.67:1

Nation's feeding computer companies to form organization
called Corporation for Open r /stems that will aim to ,tart
major effort to develop standards that will allow machines
made by different manufacturers to communicate with one
another and share information (M), is 6,19.4:3

Nation's leading computer manufacturers report that they
posted solid sales during Christmas season: say, however,
that top sellers were older. established models rather than
flashy new computers (M), la 7,1V,1:6

I
Medium
Articl

Section
(Roman
Numeral)

Column

Page

In the example above, note the "see also" references. They direct the reader to related stories in other sections of
the index. Thus the January 28 article on "Airlines and Airplanes" will be found in that section. NOTE: ALL
ENTRIES ARE ARRANGED CHRONOLOGICALLY UNDER MCII HEADING, SO THE JANUARY
ENTRIES WILL APPEAR AT THE BEGINNING, THE JULY IN THE MIDDLE, ETC.

etRESEARCH011101C/JULY I 11119. ISA 19
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Not all indexes have the same symbols and notations, so if you do not understand how to read an entry,
check the Preface or Introduction of the Index; it will explain how to interpret each part of the entry.

Although the newspapers mentioned above have print indexes. the library also owns the National Newspaper
Index, which is published on microfilm and stored in a microfilm reader located in the Reference area. There arc
two advantages to using National Newspaper Index over the printed indexes: National Newspaper Index indexes five
newspapers (t113 New York Times, the Wall Street Journal, the Ins Angeles Times, the Christian Scicncc Monitor,
and the Washington Post) rather than only one; and it emulates, in three year periods, the citations to news stories.
This allows you to follow a topic over an extended period of time and compare coverage in several sources.

LOCATING NEWSPAPERS THROUGH THE SERIALS LIST

Like periodicals, newspapers arc published on an ongoing basis and listed in the Serials List (located at the
Reference Desk and on the Third Floor). Below is the mil) for the New York Times:

Title

Located on
the third lloo

THE

1851 -

Indicates that
the library owns --
all issues from
1851 to the present

MEW YORK till**.
Call no: MICROFILM

1851-
HARDCOPY RETAINED UNTIL MICROFILM
sucetvlo : FOR HAROCOPY 5gg 001X

1851- Back issues arc
FOR HARDCOPY SEE WIC # 1645522
--New York : New York Times Co.,

'00

on microfilm,
, located in the

microforms room,
%. third floor

Older issues of major newspapers arc winnable on microfilm. which can he found in the Microforms Room
on the Third Floor. Microforms can be photocopied.

Current issues of newspapers arc kept in a separate section on the Third Floor.
see page 18).

1RESEARCHOUI DE/JULY 1119 . I 3A 20
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STATISTICAL RESOURCES

Statistical data are often very important in social science and science research. If you are going to argue
that solar energy is more efficient than coal, or that single parent families arc increasing, you will need to cite
evidence to support your position. Much of this evidence can he found in reports published by the government, such
as those by the Department of Labor or the Bureau of the Census. For data on other countries, the United
Nations and its agencies are occellent sources of information. The tools that will be discussed in this section arc:
general almanacs, Statistical Abstract of the United States, American Statistics Index, United Nations Statistical
Yearbook, United Nations Demogaphic Yearbook, and Europa Yearbook.

Many people use almanacs to answer simple factual questions such as "What is the capital of Iowa?," or
"When was Andrew Jackson born ?" Almanacs, however, arc excellent sources for statistical information, and they
are easy to use. The World Almanac (REF AY67 .N5 W7) and Information Please Almanac (REF AY 64 .155)
are two of the most popular almanacs published. Data are grouped into broad categories, such as "Education" or
"Nations." For very narrow areas, you should consult the indexes to find the exact page where a particular statistic
will be found. Below is a page from The World Almanac, showing the number of marriages and divorces in the
United States:

Me Pne disasters
Meanie Day. Nan
Merkel price Indexes
Marquesas Islands (Fr.)

530.

667
754
105

530, 560

85
85

ad
706

779.784
40
84

721,729
733

717-710
725
484

. . 02
855-659

480
530, 560

641

....misamly0 Megylage...
Age. lawful, s
amid UM refitry litertiolatsnis
Caneile-

Fieg uiremsrits
Statistics

Wilber. rale
Tex penalty
Vilddile annivarsary Ids

SIP% (PISMO .........
Morning. evening star (1996)
Poisons be mane (1966)
Ran% sone (1HS)
Vating I and II (1976)

Mershon, Thurpood (1967) ......
Marshall Islands
Manful, Pion (1947)
Martkileue
Maryland

efientARC$041101/JULv1 fef .13A

Marriages, Divorces, and Rates in the U.S.
Seem: Nsuonal Center for Hold, Sumkvics. Polak Halle Service

Data refer only to events occurring within the United States, including Alaska and Hawaii beginning with 1960. Rates per
1,000 population.

Mantegeol---,---- MorenoF-4o. Rata I No. Rate

1,612,992
1.667.231
1.531,000
1.523,000
1.800,000
2.158.602
2,152662
2,413,000
2,436,000
2.495,000
2,444,000
2,487,000

Year
r--- marriages,
I

Na
Divorces.

Rate Re. Ran

1090 570,000 9.0 33.461 0.5 1945
1695 620,000 8.9 40,387 0.6 1950
1900 709,000 9.3 55,751 0.7 1955
1909 842,000 10.0 67,976 0.6 1950
1910 948,166 10.3 83.045 0.9 1965
1915 1.007,595 10.0 104,295 1.0 1970 . , . . . .

1920 1.274,476 12.0 170,505 1.6 1975
1926 1,165,334 10.3 175,449 1,5 1990
1930 1,126,856 9.2 195,981 1.5 1A1
1935 1.327,000 10.4 218,000 1.7 1962
1940 1,595,879 12.1 264,000 2.0 1983

1954

122 485,000 '3.5
11.1 385,144 2.6
9.3 377,000 2.3
8.5 393,000 2.2
9.3 479.000 2.5

10.6 708.000 3.5
10.0 1,038.000 4.6
10.6 1,152,000 5.2
10.6 1219.000 5.3
10.5 1,160. 30 5.1
10.5 1.179,000 5.0
10.5 1.155,000 4.9

(1) Includes estimates and marriage licenses for some states for all years. (2) Includes reported annulments. (3) Divorce
rates for 1945 based on population including armed forces overseas.
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Note the authoritative source for the statistics: the National Center for I lealth Statistics, Public Health Service. If

you were to cite the table in your paper, you could cite the government agency as the source for the data and The
World Almanac as your bibliographic reference.

A tool that contains even more statistical tables is the Statistical Abstract of the United States (REF IIA
202 -- latest issue in Ready Reference). As in general almanacs, data arc grouped into broad subjects, with a more
specific "General Index" at the end. A sample table is "Domestic Motor Fuel Consumption, by Type of Vehicle

1970 to 1982":

No. 1052. DOMESTIC MOTOR FUEL CONSUMPTION, SY TYPE OF VEHICLE: 1970 TO 1983

103^1Plus hmis Kos. dleast or Olbli NOW OW for prop/Olson of volutes undo State motor Nolo laws. Excludes Pectoral
purchases los misery use. Minus sign ( ) sedum damese. Sae also reekv7cii/ Statiseca Colonel rims o 1070. was 0
1541.1921

From

TE M

NCI CONSUAIPTION AIIIMMall NAIL CONSUMPTION PIN
mew (st)

AVINACNIAPIA01
PIP GALLON

44
veep.

cuRid
Vs 1

Avg.
maws

"Mir"camp*

-
Can I

0914

-

guns
Mil.
Oa

Tnicks
Oul,

9.0.)

-

AN
vet*
CISI

Can Sums'
I

Trucks'
AS

vat*
.les

Cars NSW'

4

Truk*'

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1979

1977
1979
1979
1900
1981
1962
1963-,...-,

92 3
97 41

105 1
110 5
1063
109 0
115 7

1199
123 1
122 1
115 0
114 5
113 4
115 4

54
S r
8 7
6 2

.36
2 3
6 2

3 4
se

- 2 4
5 5

4
- 9III

6511
69.5
73.5
NI 0
742
76.5
75.5

50 7
63.1
80.2
717
71.7
724
73.4

9
.9
.9
.9
9
.9

1.0

10
1.0
1.0
1 1
1.1
1.1
1.1

25.6
27.1
30.7
31.41
31.2
31.0
35.9

38.0
40.3
40.9
40.1
41.0
30.4
43.9

.4.

630
036
955
4151

SI
790
907

904
813
765
711
897
64141

NI

722
723
730
736
570
665
815

NO
GM
8311
579
555
563
555

2,491
2.3412
2,165
1,991
1.919
1,037
2.015

2.002
2.041
1.9811
2,034
2.019
2.003
1,940

1.365
1.360
1.448
1.361
1,268
1,221
1.292

1.284
1,270
1,221
1,144
1.200
1,122
1,118

12.14
12.16
12.07
11.95
12.01
12.20
12.20

12,34
12.36
12.52
13.23
13.80
14.05
14.29

13.58
13.73
13.87
13.29
13.65
13.74
13,93

14.15
14.20
14.49
15.32
15.68
16.25
15.70

5.34
538
560
5 el
590
5 75
398

598
5.95
5.97
5 ea
5.92
5.93
5.92

639
4 36
8 59
5 46
637
6 66
5.58

4 60
I 64
662
9 SO

10 21
10 00
10 00

or year shown For 1970. champ from 1965. 'includes taxicabs and motorcycles.
Ircluitee combinations.

Source U S Federal Noway ArsininisesbOn. raphway Statistics, annual.

*Inc:Wan schwa Naos

Although published by the U.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United States has a final chapter
entitled, "Comparative International Statistics." Here you will find population, GNP, food consumption, labor,
energy, agriculture, military expenditures, and other statistics for many foreign countries.

If you do not find the statistics you need from either a general almanac or Statistical Abstract of the Ut..;ted
States, you will want to look at American Statistics Index (REF 7, 5545 U5-Table 5). AS1 is the most
comprehensive index to U.S. government statistical publications; it is also a little more difficult to use than the books
already discussed.
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ASI is published in 2 volumes, which are color coded for each year (1981 volumes are green; 1983 are blue,
etc.). Part I is the "Index," which provides access to the documents Part II. The documents in Part I are
grouped by Subject and Names, by Categories (geographical, economic, and demographic breakdowns), and by Title.
The 'Subject and Names' section is most frequently consulted by students. A typical search of this index might
be to see how many other countries use mini and microcomputers. Below is the page for Computer Industry and
Products:

Cempalsery valliteey enrolee
we Selective service

Computer dote Ale prides
Fed Govt standards for data recording.

processing, sad transfer, and for purchase
and use of computer systems, series.
(4X5) 2216-2

Computer ladsetry and products
County Dunne* Patterns: employment.

establishments, and payroll, by SIC 2- to
4-digit industry and county, 1954, annual
State rpt series, (4)(S) 2326-6

Fed Gov( computer systems end equipment.
by manufacturer, type, and agency, 2nd
half FY55, semiannual listing,
(6) 9452-9

Fed 43c,,st info and telecommunication
technology use and policy issues. series.
(6) 26356-4

Foreign market and trade for mini and
micro computers and equipment, and user
industry operations and demand, country
market resoarch rpts, (5) 2045-18

Intl competition in manufacturing, impacts
on US construction industry, background
data with detail for S industries and
foreign comparisons, 19308-84,
(6) 2041-117

To find the full entry for "foreign market and trade for mini and micro-computers..." you would need to consult
Part II, "Abstracts," for the same year; the abstracts arc arranged by ASI number, which in the case of our
document was 2045-18.

2045-1S MINI AND MICRO
COMPUTER SYSTEMS:
Country Market Survey
.Item 2314-1.

Market Research Div; Pub
Sales Branch, Rm 1617,
Commerce Dept; single copy
510.00. For individual
bibliographic data, see below.
CMS/CMM/(nos./yr.)
°C61.9:CMM / (nos./ yr.)

Series of reports analyzing the market potential
for U.S. mini and micro computer systems mod
peripheral equipment in individual countries.

Coverage includes minicomputers; microcom-
puters for business, professional, and home use;
and peripherals, including auxiliary storage, in-
put-o 'tent, and data communications equip-
MOIL

For description of series format, SOS Note
preceding 2045-1 in ASI 1915 'amid.

Reports are listed below in order of receipt,

The title of the document is "Mini and Micro Computer Systems: Country Market Survey," published by the
Department of Commerce. The abstract below the entry describes the contents of this particular document.

IIIPIKSIANDKIU1 DI/JULY'S,' . ISA 23
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To fmd out if Gelman owns the title, you should first consult the compact disk catalog (title index). If the

catalog tells you there is no print copy, you should then check the ASI Microfiche Collection (housed in Reference),
tc sea if the title is part of that microfiche collection. ASI titles arc grouped by year within the collection, then
arranged by AR number within the year.

If you also need international statistics for your paper, there arc a number of titles that will be helpful. One

of the most popular is Europa Yearbook (REF .IN I .11115--most recent edition in Ready Reference). It provides

a wealth of data about countries on every continent. Sample tables include agriculture, population, industries, trade,

and education. Additional factual information is provided on the country's government, religion, press, finance, and

transport systems.

Comparative country data on a wide variety of subjects can be found in U.N. Statistical Yearbook (REF
AZ 361 .U45, latest edition in Ready Reference). Published by UNESCO, an agency of the United Nations, the
information is disseminated in three languages: English, French, and Spanish. There is no detailed subject index,
so you wBl need to consult the appropriate broad 1:afcgory in the 'Table of Contents" for the statistic you need.

Below is the number of television receivers, by continent:

Ms Television broadcasting : number of receivers and receivers per 1 000 inhabitants

Tilivision : nombre de posies ritcepteurs e ricepteurs par 1 000 habitants

Country or area
Pays ou zone

C
0
d

Television receiver
Poste. recepteurs .1e television

Numbar(thousand units)
Nombre(miikrs d'enital)

Per 1 000 inhabitants
Per 7 000 habitants

ARICA - APRICIU1
Algona AlgOrie
Angola
Benin - Ilnlrh
Sorkin. Peso
Control African Rep. - Rip.
oentrafricoino
Congo
Oilhouti
'SYS 4010*
Equidutiol Guinea - Csuinee
equatorial,
Ethiopia - Ethiopia
Gabon
oh n.
Woes - Guinea
Ivory Coast - CAN d'Ivaire
Kenya
Liberia - Liberio

AMERICA, NORTH -
AMIRIQUE DU NORD

Ant low and Wits& -
Antipm-stf-Borbucto
Worms
Sorbodos -*orbs&
Bermuda - Bermuda
British Virgin 'lids - lies Views

N

R

fl

1970 1975

300.0

6.0

1.: 2.7
1._ 3.1

329. 620.0
0.5

8, 20.0
1

16.' 33.0

110.
16. 38.0
7.. 9.0

15.0

16.
17

46.
20.

1980 1982 1970 1975

975.0
30.0

5.0
10.
0.7

3.5
5.0

1 400.0
1.1

30.0
9.0

57.0
6.0

300.0
65.0
21.0

1 320 0

10.d
19.q 1.1

5.
1 850.

1.

40.
15.
73,

8.
330.
72.
23.

I6. 18.

198011
30.0

1.2

1.3 2.0
11.0 29.0
16.0 17.0

1.3

0.5
2.4
1.9

1.4
4.9

1982

52.0 65.0
4.2 4.3
1.4 2.8
1.5 3.0
0.3 0.5

2.3 2.5
42.0
33.0 41.0

2.0 3.1

0.8 1.0 1,2
16.0 27.0

3.3 5.0 6.0
1.2 1.4

16. 38.0 41.0
2. 4.0 4.1

6.' 11.01 11.0

211.' 218.. 234.0

31. 34.
50. 54, 67 189.
30. 37. 327 357.

2 2.

2 4.
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132,
198,
500.
169.

156.0
201.0
673.0
200.0



Often statistical tables will provide information in thousands" or In millions." In the case of Kenya, for example,
you have to multiply each figure given In the table by a thousand, so the number of transmitters in 1975 was
38,000.

demo Qhitc Yearbook (REF HA 17 D45-- latest issue in Ready Reference Collection) is also published by
the United Nations and similarly formatted. Instead of statistics about things or commodities, it provides statistics
about people, according to the countries in which they live. Here you will find population, birth, death, infant
modality, marriage, divorce, and educational statistics for various countries.

SUMMARY: when you nevi statistical data on your topic, ask yourself how general are the data, and
whether they arc for the United Sates or other countries. The following is a chart indicating the scope of the titles
previously discussed:

GEOGRAPHICAL SCOPE
All Countries

The World Almanac
Information Please Almanac

United States
Statistical Abstract

of the U.S.

American Statistics Index

International
Statistical Abstract of the

United States

Europa Yearbook

U.N. Statistical Yearbook

Demographic Yearbook

O1RISLANCHOUIDE/JULYIN11.1SA

SPECIAL FEATURES

Provides most frequently
consulted statistics, such as birth rate, death rate, literacy, traffic fatalities,
form of government, historical dates, etc.

Tables from a wide variety of government
agencies are reproduced. Most exhaustive compendium of statistics.

Published in two parts: Index and Abstract. Most exhaustive listing
of statistical reports published by the U.S. government.

(see above)

Brief Introduction to government, financial, and social characteristics of
each country. Statistical data especially good for agricultural, industrial,
and economic issues.

Strong on comparative educational and commodity data for each country.

Strong on comparative population, marital, and ethnic data for each
country.
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GOVERNMENT DOCIIPAENTS

Government documents often include statistical, political, and research information unavailable elsewhere. Any
time you are writing about a new law, a consumer product, minorities, or other subjects in which the government
has a vital interest, you should always investigate whether government reports cxist providing you with data or analyse,

essential to your research. In this section we will examine two sources of government documents: the U.S. Monthly
Catalog and C.I.S.

The Monthly Catalog groups government documents according to issuing agency--that is, all the publications
of the Labor Department, the Transportation Department, the Defense Department, etc. arc found in their respective

sections. Each document has a unique accession number, which distinguishes it from other documents published by

the same agency. Indexes are issued with each month's issue of the catalog, and cumulated twice a year. Per your
purposes, the most important indexes are author, title, subject. and title keyword indexes. The subject index uses
Library of Congress subject headings, the same headings used to provide access to hooks by subject.

If you were researching "Medical Care of the Aged" and you went to the subjeci index of the Monthly
Catalog, you would find an entry like this:

Aged -- Medical Care -- United States
A profile of functionally impaired elderly

persons living in the community/
Macken, Candace I,. (III; 22.IR/a.F1
4), 87-3636

Where to turn for help for older persons:
a guide for action on behalf of older
persons / (I IF, 23.3008.01 1/2), 87.
L.37

The second citation is to a document published by the Ilea Ith Care Financing Administration. To find complete
information about the document, you need to consult the Monthly Catalog issue including the document number 87-
3636. Here is what the full entry looks like:

11,0111WHOUIVI,JULVI9C/ASA

AGING ADMINISTRATION
Ilea lth and I human Services Dept.

Washington, DC 20201

117 -3642

HE 23.3002:9 2/4/aist.
Elder care share a respite care cooperative : abstract -- 'Wash-

ington, D.C.? : Administration on Aging. 1985?1
1 sheet ; 28 cm. Caption title. Distributed to depository

libraries in microfiche. °Item 447-A-1 (microfiche)
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Because government documents are cataloged like hooks, you can learn whether Gelman owns this and other
documents by consulting the compact disk catalog (title index).

Many government documents published after 1983 arc shelved in the government documents section, located
on the lower level.

IMPORTANT: IF THE COMPACT DISK RECORD DOES NOT SAY "DOC" FOR THE LOCATION, YOUR
DOCUMENT WILL BE SHELVED IN ANOTIIF,R LOCATION IN THE LIBRARY.

Another way of identifying government documents relevant to your iopic is to use CIS Index (Congressional
Information Service Table 5). Unlike the Monthly(:11gcg which lists most documents published by the government,

CIS Index lists only those materialc published by Congress, primarily hearings, reports, documents, and committee
prints. As of 1984, it also contains descriptions and legislative histories of bills that have been enacted in to law.

CIS Ipdex, is published monthly and cumulated in annual volumes. It has two physical partsabstracts, and
indexes to the abstracts. Although the index volume has individual indexes for hearing, document, report and
committee print numbers, most people are trying to find Congressional publications on a particular person or subject.
Hence the most frequently used index is the "Subject and Names" index. if you would like to sec if Congress has
investigated the problem of teenage suicide, begin with the Subject and Names Index volume and look under "Suicide."
Here is the entry from the January-March 1986 issue:

Subways
Washington Metropolitan Ares Transit

Authority programs, FY86 approp,
2 5181-9.10

Sodom, Donald G.
Idaho grasshopper infestation and control

programs, 1 3311-2.2

Sap, Norgeet L
Farm and food policies revision, 1 H161-2.5

Sok Nan P.
Technology transfer from Fed and univ

programs to private sector, status and
promotion initiatives, 1 S261-2.2

SideMs
Adolescent suicide, research and prevention

programs, 1 5521-6

11111MSEARPIGUIDE/JULNI91111.14At
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$821 -S FEDERAL WiLE IN
ADDRESSING THE
TRAGEDY OF YOUTH
SUICIDE.
Apr. 30, 1985. 99.1.
iii+103 p. t C1S/MF/4
Item 1042k 1042.8.
S. Hrg. 99-250.
'Y4J89/24.hrg.99.250.
LC 85.603393.

Committee Serial No. J99.21. Hearing before
the Subcom on Juvenile Justice to examine the
Government role in teenage suicide research and
prevention programs.

Supplementary material (p. 3.6, 75.103) in-
cludes submitted statements, correspondence,
and:
a. S.J. Res. 53, to designate June 1985 as Youth

Suicide Prevention Month, text (p. 5.6),
b. "Alabama Youth Emotional Guidance and

Suicide Prevention Act" draft State bill, Jan.
23, 1985, text (p. 81.91).

c. Florida Task Force for Suicide Prevention,
"Parental Perspectives" excerpt from State
Plan for the Prevention of Youth Suicide in
Fla (p. 95.103).
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Searching by name is an identical process. To locate Carl Sagan's testimony about the environmental consequences
of nuclear war, scan "Sagan' in the index:

Sew, August
Social Security retirement benefit levels,

alleged inequities, H141-39.1

Sagas, Owl
Carbon dioxide atmospheric buildup,

research status, H701-34.1
Nuclear war environmental consequences,

research findings and implicistions for
nuclear policy, H701-40

Soviet-US cooperadon in space, proposed
initiatives, S381-11.1

Sage Association
But of Land Mont wilderness programs.

11441-25.5

Index Volume

H701-40 CLIMATIC, BIOLOGICAL
AND STRATEGIC EFFECTS
OF NUCLEAR WAR.
Sept. 12, 1984. 98.2.
iii+237 p. a. t CIS/MF/5
'Item 1025-A-1; 1025-A-2.
T4.Sci2:98/126.
MC 85. 11827. LC 85. 60136(

Committee Serial No. 126. Hearing before the
Subcom on Natural Resources, Agriculture Re.
search, and Environment to examine current
scientlic research findings on the environmental
consequences of nuclear war. Focuses on "nu-
clear winter" theory, predicting catastrophic at-
mospheric, climatic, and biological changes
resulting from blocked sunlight due to nuclear
incited firestorms.

Includes witness's written replies to subcom
questions (p. 191.192).

H701-40.1: Sept. 12, 1984. p. 4.46, 107-190.
Witnesses: SAGAN, Carl, msuonomy prof and
dir, for Planetary Studies, Cornell Univ,
GOULD, Stephen J., geology prof, Harvard
Univ.
TELLER, Edward, physicist, Lawrence Liver-
more Lab.

Abstract Volume

As with documents found in the Monthly Catalog, to find out if Gelman owns -Climatic, Biological, and Strategic
Effects of Nuclear War,' check the title index of the compact disk catalog. If Gelman does not own a desired title,
don't despair- -the Bums Law Library subscribes to the CIS Microfiche Collection, which reproduces every publication
abstracted in CIS Index. The Burns Law Library is located at 716 20th Street.

II 'RESEARCH:1U I DC /JULY I !If . ISA 28
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CONCIA SION

Locating library materials on your topic can bc an efficient and systematic process. First determine what broad
discipline your topic falls under, then decide in which format of publications (books, statistical reports, periodical
articles, etc.) experts report their findings or share their opinions. Once you have made that decision, you can turn
to the appropriate section of the Library Research Guide and learn how to find publications in that format.

If, after reading this Guide, you arc still having difficulty finding materials. stop by the reference desk. We

can schedule a Term Paper Assistance Appointment for you. These appointments last 30 minutes and enable you
to meet with a Reference Librarian, who will discuss research strategy and help you identify those tools most relevant

to your topic.

IlfitESEANC9SUIDEAJULY 1M1. ISA 29
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APPENDICES

(WORKSHEETS)
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Name
Topic

BIBLIOGRAPHY WORICNEET

The purpose of this worksheet is twofold: (1) to help you record some of the
tools you have consulted, and (2) to enable your instructor to assess your
thoroughness. To complete this assignment, you will need to list a minimum
of ten references, using at least three of the six categories found below.

The manner in which you cite references on this worksheet may be very
different from the way they appear in your final paper. To determine how your
footnotes and bibliography should be formatted in your paper, check with your
instructor--he or she may prefer that you use a particular style manual. If
your instructor has no preference, you may want to choose from among the
following popular titles: MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers,; A
Manual for Writers of Term Papers, Theses, and Dissertations; The Chicago
Manual of §tyle; and The Publication Manual of the American Psychological
Association. All of these can be found in the Reference Collection.

Note: some elements of a published work (such as title) are so standard that
they must always be cited; others, such as edition or series, may not be
relevant to many of your citations. These latter elements are listed as
"optional" on your worksheet.

CATEGORY ONE: ENCYCLOPEDIA ARTICLES
First article: Author (if known)

Title of article
Title of encyclopedia
Edition numbm%
Date

Optional: Volumes
Editor
Place of publication

Second article:Author (if known)
Title of article
Title of encyclopedia
Edition number
Date

Optional: Volumes
Editor
Place of publication

111123INICHOUIGC/JULY1901. ISA

111Iri.
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CATEGORY TWO: BOOKS

Subject Headings Consulted:

First Book: Author/Editor
Title

Optional:

MIIII

Iffillinralwilemsimadiple

=lin
Place of publication
Publisher
Date of publication.
Edition
Volumes
Series

Second Book: Author/Editor
Title

Optional: Edition
Volumes
Series

1...1141I

Place of publication
Publisher
Date of publication

01111

=11110,...sorms

Third Book: Author/Editor
Title

la.

Place of publication
Publisher
Date of publication

Optional: Edition
Volumes
Series

IMIESEASIMI I IX /JIA.91 9e 9 I SA 31
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CATEGORY THREE: PERIODICAL. ARTICLES

Indexes consulted: Date:
Date:
Date:

First article: Author(s)
Title of ae,ticle

Title of periodical

Volume number

Date

Issue number
(If given)
Paaes

Second article: Author(s)
Title of article

Title of periodical

Volume number_

Date

=1.

Third article: Author(s)
Title of article

Title of periodical

Volume number

Date

IIII11E5IMMOV.DE/JULY19111.111A

Issue number.
(if given)
Pages
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CATEGORY FOUR: NEWSPAPER ARTICLES

Indexes consulted:

First article: Author (if known)
Headline of article

Date:
Date:
Date:

Title of newspaper
Date (u) Month (b) Day (c)Year
Section (if given) Page Column

Optional: Edition (if given; for example, "late ed"; "eastern
ed"; etc.)

Second articles Author (if known)
Headline of article

Title of newspaper
Date (a) Month (b) Day (c) Year
Section (if given) Page Column

Optional: Edition (if given; for example, "late ed"; "eastern
ed"; etc.)

JO

Third article: Author (if known)
Headline of article

IMIKSZAKMOUIDI/JULVINCISA

Title of newspaper
Date (a) Month (b) Day Year
Section (if given) Page_ Column

Optional: Edition (if given; for example, "late ed"; "eastern
ed "; etc.)
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CATEGORY FIVE: STATISTICAL SOURCES

First source: Author (if known)
Title
Place of publication
Publisher
Date of publication
Page
Statistical Information Found

Optiona]: Edition_
Volume
Series

Second sources Author (if known)
Title
Place of publication
Publisher
Data of publication
Page
Statistical Information Found

Optional: Edition
Volume
Series__

Third source: Author (if known)
Title
Place of publication
Publisher
Date of publication
Page
Statistical Information Found

400,CS#070..UR/JULVt094.3A

Optional: Edition
Volume
Series
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4 CATEGORY SIX: GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS

Indexes consulted: Date:
__Date:

First documents Author (if known)
Government (for example,
"California"; "Memphis";

"United States";
"United Nations")

Agency
Place of publication
Publist*er
Date

Optional: Volumes

Second documents

.1111111011711Milin

Author (if known)
Government (for example,
" California"; "Memphis";

'dnited States";
"United Nations")

Agency
Place of publication_
Publisher
Dater.

Optional: Volumes

1111
Am.....111.11.111=11.00IMINWIli

Third document: Author (if known)
Government (for example,
"California"; "Memphis";

IMESEARCROWN/JMYINC1SA

Aq1.1.10011

1.1.0.
IMME111=MMIIII.AMPIINIMMIOIMMEMMAIMININIMIMMIIIIONIO

"United States";
"United Nations")

Agency
Place of Publication
Publisher
Date

Optional: Volumes
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